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HOW NETS’ WEB-VIDEO PLAYERS STACK UP
ABC,others rush to put
shows online,but their
delivery methods vary ABC

the hottest gadgets around
these days include iPods, high-def-
inition flat-screen TVs and digital
video recorders. Eager to keep up,
the broadcast networks have all
launched their own online video
viewers to reach that growing
audience that’s at ease watching
video not on their TV sets.

The big broadcast networks
have begun to put more thought
into ways of distributing their
programs that keep people inter-
ested and eager to come back for
more.“There is huge potential for
all these players,” said Rob
D’Asaro, U.S. director-digital
investing at Omnicom Group’s
OMD. “They are all starting to
gain traction.”

There’s no one way to build
this beast. CW’s player allows in
some cases for viewers to pur-
chase goods they see on screen.
ABC’s offers a sleek, almost luxu-
rious viewing environment that
includes interactive 30-second ads.
While ad executives believe a
standard format is inevitable, they
are willing to contemplate a range
of ideas as each network experi-
ments, and many predict tweaks
and upgrades in the months
ahead. “We’re just getting
going,” said Bill Bradford, senior
VP-content strategy for News
Corp.’s Fox.

One thing all the online view-
ers have is advertising—present-
ed almost apologetically, with
assurances to viewers that their
programs will return within sec-
onds. The cautious tone is not in
keeping with brassy network
demeanor, said Matt Rosenberg,
group director for media and
entertainment at Omnicom’s
Organic. “The networks seem so
sensitive to the fact that they are
even presenting advertising,” he
said. Even so, the shows have
fewer ads, so the ads that are
there tend to stand out more
than they would in their natural
environment, the TV screen.

Advertising Age spent an after-
noon examining each of the five
networks’ online video players.
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We watched the premiere of “Dirty
Sexy Money” and found it easy to skip
around, even though the program runs
in segments of various lengths. The
player cautions us we’ll have to watch
ads if we skip a coming segment, but
lets you go back without an ad penalty.

ABC’s player is enveloped in a dark
background, offering the illusion that
the show is running in a  private theater.
When you pause the program, ABC
puts up a full-screen promo for another
of its shows.

Thirty-second ads take up
the entire screen as the
show disappears briefly  at
the end of program
segments. Many of the
ads are interactive, and
some surfers may end up
ignoring a countdown
graphic as they start to
play with an ad. (ABC
doesn’t return you to the
show on its own; you make
the choice to do so.)

Among media buyers
and ad executives, ABC’s
player is well-liked—in
part because of the
environment and the
interactive nature of
some of the advertising.
ABC also has a music-
video channel ready for
use with its player.

NBC An hour-long session with
“Heroes” saw 30-second ads
appear every six or seven minutes.
The player disappears and a
commercial resembling a TV ad
takes over the full computer
screen. Our “Heroes” episode had
Esurance as its sole sponsor, and
as such, the auto-insurance
company had a banner at the
bottom of the viewer while the
program played.

NBC uses 30-second
ads, but sometimes runs
the same ad several
times over the course of
a single program. TV
viewers don’t like this
even when they sit
through three times as
many ads, so imagine
how web viewers must
feel.

NBC.com has social-
networking tools for
“screening parties” and
features original web-
only productions. One,
“Pale Force,” is a series
of shorts featuring
comedian Jim Gaffigan.

We noticed a quick billboard ad
from Chase onscreen just before
we settled in to watch an hour of
“Kid Nation.” A clickable banner ad
is also visible in close proximity to
the viewer. Streamed in four
segments, our program had
different sponsors over its entire
course. Ads for General Motors’
Saturn also surfaced during the
time we were watching. 

Thirty-second ads play
between four different
segments of an hour-
long program, each
about eight to 10 minutes
long.

Whoever put the “Boss”
button on CBS’s player is
a genius. Click it and a
screen resembling a
spreadsheet program
appears on screen over
the video player. CBS’s
player also has original
content, such as a ribald
animated short featuring
former “Price is Right”
host Bob Barker. 

FOX Fox’s streamed episode of “K-Ville”
was quite enjoyable, because the
network didn’t interrupt it all that
much for ads. A 15-second pre-roll
was followed by other 15-second
interruptions about every seven to 10
minutes throughout the program.
Viewers can see how the program is
segmented and fast-forward and
rewind at will, though pushing past a
segment marker can mean triggering
an ad. 

Fox uses 15-second ads in
conjunction with a display
ad. When the 15-second
ad runs, the display ad
moves from a static
image to a short piece of
video. But placing two
small screens of moving
video close together can
prove distracting, and
viewers may not be sure
which  to watch. 

Fox On Demand is
notable for its relative
lack of frills in
comparison to other
network sites. “We want
to make sure it’s as
simple as possible for a
user to get to their
content,” Mr. Bradford
said. 

Lots of bells and whistles here. During
a viewing of “Gossip Girl,” we were
intrigued by a panel below the viewer
that at times during the program
featured quizzes and info on the
clothes the characters were wearing.
Viewers can click through to stores
that sell the clothes, including Gap, an
initiative that has been put in place for
some of CW’s fashion-oriented shows,
said Rick Haskins, CW’s exec VP-
marketing and brand strategy.

A 30-second pre-roll runs
before the program
starts and also appeared
when we tried to skip
past various program
segments. 

Viewers can also click
through to purchase ring
tones of songs in the
program. Also, the
marker one uses to
forward and rewind is not
as easy to manipulate as
it is on other networks’
viewers.

WHERE TO VIEW THE EXPERIENCE AD FORMATS EXTRAS

CBS

CW

On thing all the
networks’ video
players have is
advertising—
presented almost
apologetically.

CBS.com, but also AOL, Microsoft, CNET Networks,
Comcast, Joost, Bebo, Netvibes, Sling Media and Veoh, as
well as websites operated by the CBS Television Station. 

ABC.com; most local-ABC-affiliate websites; AOL
Video: Cox.net 

NBC.com and, soon, Hulu.com. Streaming also
available for mobile with NBC2Go at MediaFLO.

“Fox On Demand” service (in beta) is available at
Fox.com and through the websites of Fox affiliates.

At CWTV.com.
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